FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
SAM HOUSTON STATE UNIVERSITY
23 October 2014
3:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
LSC 304

Members Present (20)
Nancy Baker (CHSS), Jonathan Breazeale (COBA), Helen Berg (COE), Tracy Bilsing (CHSS),
Madhusudan Choudhary (COS), Karla Edison (COE), Randy Garner (CJ), Deborah Hatton
(COFAMC), Richard Henriksen (COE), Mark Klespis (COS), James Landa (COHS), Jeffry
Littlejohn (CHSS), Paul Loeffler (COS), Dennis Longmire (CJ), David McTier (COFAMC),
Sheryl Murphy-Manley (COFAMC), Stacy Ulbig (CHSS), Tony Watkins (COFAMC), Diane
Dowdey (CHSS), Dwayne Pavelock (COS)
Members Not Present (10)
John Domino (CHSS - on leave for Fall 2014)
Irfan Ahmed (COBA), Don Bumpass (COBA), Donna Cox (COE), Mark Frank (COBA), Diana
Nabors (COE), Gary Oden (COHS), Douglas Ullrich (COS), Joan Hudson (COS), James Crosby
(CHSS), Lisa Shen (NGL).
Called to Order
3:30 pm in LSC 304 by Chair Nancy Baker
Minutes Approved
The minutes for the October 9 meeting were approved unanimously.
Special Guest
Kristy Vienne, Asst. VP and Director of OneCard Services
The Chair welcomed Dr. Vienne, who was invited to visit with the Senate and answer questions
about the HigherOne BearKat faculty ID card.
The Chair also recognized Spencer Copeland, President of the SHSU Student Government
Association, as being in attendance.
Dr. Vienne began with a brief presentation to the Senate.
This past March the University began the process of re-carding the entire campus. Previous
design had been in circulation for 10.5 years, a bit longer than most universities. Security reasons
were part of the decision to re-card. In accordance, the new card is dual stripe. Banner
conversion was also part of the decision. Old cards were 7 digits, while Banner is 9, which
needed to be adjusted. A new card system was purchased last March, as many campus systems
needed to be integrated. This entire process took about a year.
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EKU, Marshall, Pace, Wisconsin, La Crosse, Angelo State U also use a similar, dual branded
card. There are approximately 250 other universities around the country that have banking
partners and utilize merged ID cards.
The HigherOne card requirement that faculty enter a graduation date for card activation was
recognized as a problem and has been addressed. At the senate’s urging, this requirement has
been removed for faculty but remains in place for students.
A senator asked if HigherOne has any personal banking data about us if we decline to activate
the card. Dr. Vienne said no such data is shared with HigherOne. Our name, address, email, and
our SAM ID number are shared; all of which is directory, non-secured information.
Some people may have accidentally opened a HigherOne account during the activation process.
If so, HigherOne will go through a verification, theft prevention process during which they may
gather some personal or banking information. In this circumstance the account will be closed at
the account holder’s request. Accidentally opened accounts can not be closed by the University,
but must be closed by the individual account holder.
In regard to Social Security numbers, SHSU has in the past sent the last four digits as an
identifier. This has now been changed to a random personal identifier number. The full SS was
never shared. A senator asked how these SS numbers could be removed. The University can
work with HigherOne, if requested, to remove this information. The University is working with
HigherOne to eliminate the SS procedure, but Dr. Vienne could not estimate when this would be
complete.
The University pays HigherOne to handle its disbursement process for students. This partnership
has improved the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of the disbursement process. Not only does
the university saves money, but students also get their money faster. Each card costs the
University $15, which is paid to HigherOne for providing this service.
A senator mentioned that UNT also uses the HigherOne card, but they also have a separate ID.
Why must we use ours for both? Why did the University decide this? According to Dr. Vienne
the initial decision, 11 years ago, was a convenient solution. At this time dual cards were not an
option. In terms of managing all of the processes and access the cards are used for, the single
card system works the best for the University.
A senator asked how many inactive, accidentally activated accounts currently belong to SHSU
faculty. Dr. Vienne did not know but agreed to look into it.
A senator stated that HigherOne indicated to her that we could have a different, non MasterCard
ID. Dr. Vienne was not aware of this, and suggested this information may be inaccurate.
Additionally, a senator mentioned the fact that the card does not spell out FACULTY as being
problematic. It is the understanding of the Dr. Vienne that two different card designs is not a
possibility. Dr. Vienne also said that there may be a limit on the number of characters for that
part of the card, a limit dictated by SHSU’s use of the Banner system. Dr. Vienne would be in
favor of such a solution, but HigherOne has indicated that this could not be done.
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The Senate Chair stressed to Dr. Vienne that faculty have had problems utilizing their faculty
ID’s for research purposes due to the debit card appearance. Dr. Vienne expressed concern about
this possibility and assured the senate that she would work to address this issue. Dr. Vienne
wants the faculty to be happy with the process, but reminded the senate that working with a third
party vendor sometimes places us at their mercy.
A senator asked if the University could theoretically produce its own card?
Dr. Vienne explained that producing a basic photo ID is not difficult, the magnetic stripe which
allows access to university resources is the problematic part.
Another senator expressed that the current card does not look like a professional ID. Dr. Vienne
said that cards without the magnetic stripe could be made without any problem, but reiterated
that tying these cards to any other system is the problem. The University could explore this, but
the University cannot produce more than a single “official” ID.
A senator asked if this issue could be given to a smaller senate task force so that the Senate could
move on to other issues. The Faculty Affairs Committee was asked to follow up on the topic.

Chairs report
Senate Chair Baker made a few remarks in regard to her Chair’s report (please see Related
Documents), which was emailed to the Senate prior to the meeting.
Online Course-Development Support Committee
The Provost suggested that the Online Course-Development Support Committee actually be a
“task force.” A senator asked if a task force format had been established. The Chair explained
that the makeup would be the same as the committee makeup. There is some concern that “task
force” sounds too temporary. What if long term oversight is needed? A senator expressed that the
task force would allow investigation to begin more quickly and not require state approval. Sen.
Loeffler suggested that we should have both. A motion was made that the Senate recommend to
the Provost the creation of a task force, but we would also like the formal committee to be
established. The task force would serve as a bridge to the formal committee. The motion passed
(17 yes, 3 no, 0 abstention).
The Computer and Technology Standards Committee has been tabled.
Faculty Grievance Policy
In regard to the Faculty Grievance Policy and the new 30 day grievance procedure, the Board of
Regents, during a September meeting, approved the 30 day grievance procedure, though no
mention of discussion occurred in the meeting minutes. The provost explained that this change
probably came about as a result of discussion outside of official TSUS meetings. This 30 day
window supersedes the previously approved (May 2014) window of 10 days.
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When does this 30 day timer start? Faculty will be asked to sign an acknowledgement letter upon
receipt of the denial document, or within a day or two to allow for the initial shock to subside.
This document will be signed by all involved administrators, and delivered to the denied party. It
is not yet clear if the document will be delivered by the Department Chair, or the Dean.
There seems to be some confusion about the status of the University Grievance committee. The
quick nature of this change has apparently left in question many policies and procedures.
New Business
New business items assigned to committees
The Senate Chair explained that she assigned issues to committees, outside of senate meetings, in
effort to prompt action on new business items that have been added on the agenda for a few
meetings, but which the senate has never gotten to discuss.
Publishing of student comments
The Texas State University System is interested in publishing student comments on teaching
evaluations.
A senator expressed concern about faculty privacy, yet the university attorney only seemed
interested in student privacy. What about personal comments that could appear on such
comments, such as an illness that revealed personal and private details?
A senator expressed the sentiment that this is a bad idea, and could be inflammatory. What about
the lack of accountability due to the anonymity?
SGA President Spencer Copeland mentioned that teaching evaluations are presented to students
as being confidential and intended for the improvement of the course, not for public
dissemination. He also suggested that such distribution could have a chilling effect on the
process for students.
Senator Watkins asked if IDEA is intended to provide information for faculty improvement, how
does releasing these comments promote this goal? Senators asked if IDEA would approve of
this, as IDEA is intended to provide formative feedback, not public summative feedback. Senator
Sheryl Murphy-Manley suggested that they would not.
Required training videos
Senator Murphy-Manley proposed that we receive PDF handouts as opposed to the requirement
that we watch videos and participate in online quizzes. Having access to PDF documents would
be clearer, more to the point, and would be more useful and take less time. The current process is
burdensome.
A senator stated that while many of these requirements are set by the state of TSUS, the
timetables may be set by SHSU.
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Another senator commented that his computer’s security software must be disabled in order to
access the online training.
A motion was made to request that required training be distributed as PDF documents as
opposed to mandatory online training. The motion was passed (15 yes, 0 no, 5 abstentions).
Committees that do not meet
A senator inquired about university committees that never meet. There seems to be confusion
about how and who can call a committee meeting. If a committee would like to meet, yet the
committee chair refuses, a senator suggested writing to the VP in charge of that area to
encourage such a meeting. The Senate Chair requested additional information from the
concerned senators.
The meeting adjourned at 5:00pm
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Faculty Senate
Chair’s Report
23 October 2014
In the interests of effectively managing our time for today’s meeting, at which we
will have special guest Kristy Vienne, I am submitting my chair’s report in writing to
the Senate in advance, via e-mail. During our usual time allotted to the chair’s
report, I will be glad to answer questions on any of the following topics.
Updates on Old Business
Academic Policy Review Chart
The provost appreciated Faculty Senate pointing out the omission of the Faculty
Senate from the final approval stage of the Academic Policy Review Chart. He agrees
that the Senate belongs there (in the Final Draft Prep/Approval box, which is the
step AFTER Legal Edits), and he will amend the chart to reflect this.

Academic Policy 900417
Reappointment, Promotion, and Tenure
The provost has decided that the most efficient way to revise this policy is to create
a small committee of two faculty members, two department chairs, and one or two
deans to rewrite the entire policy and then submit the revised policy to the usual
channels (see the Academic Policy Review Chart). The provost asked the chair and
chair-elect of Senate to select two faculty members to serve on this committee. We
have chosen Paul Loeffler and Stacy Ulbig, who have both agreed to serve. If you
have thoughts about how to revise the policy, please share them with Paul and Stacy
as soon as possible. In addition, the work the Faculty Affairs committee has done on
this policy will be submitted to Paul and Stacy, to aid them in the revision process.
TSUS Faculty Grievance Policy
In September 2014, the TSUS Board of Regents revised the policy they had revised
in May 2014. The change extends the amount of time a faculty member denied
tenure has to file a grievance, from 10 days to 30 days. The provost is continuing to
work with TSUS attorney Rhonda Beassie to clarify portions of the grievance policy
made unclear by the change in May 2014 (such as the process for handling
grievances not related to denial of tenure).

Merit Pay Policy
The provost would like to see the merit pay policy revised. To that end, he is
conducting his own study of merit pay to determine if there is a high degree of
correlation between: 1) FES and merit pay awarded, and 2) measures of
performance (chair’s evaluation, student evaluations, service, etc.) and merit pay
awarded. He is also seeking to determine how much of a disparity arises when a
percentage of one’s salary is used as a merit award versus the “step merit” awarded
(set dollar amounts that are graduated according to one’s level of accomplishment).
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FES
The provost wants the FES policy revised. He is currently waiting to hear back from
the Council of Chairs with their response to the proposed changes to FES (put
forward by the FES committee), especially regarding how teaching is evaluated.
In general, the provost hopes to see these three interrelated, major policies revised
and improved during 2014-2015: Tenure and Promotion, Merit Pay, and FES.

Online Course Development Support Committee
This proposed new committee approved by the Faculty Senate was sent forward to
the Council of Academic Deans. CAD and the provost would prefer that, rather than a
committee, an ad hoc task force be developed instead, reporting to PACE (The
Professional and Academic Center for Excellence). CAD and the provost feel a task
force managed by PACE will be able to accomplish the same goals more efficiently
and quickly, with less red tape. I would like Faculty Senate to vote today on
whether to approve the change from committee to ad hoc task force.
Computer and Technology Standards Committee
Faculty Senate approved this new committee and sent it forward to the Council of
Academic Deans. CAD and the provost have decided to table this proposal for a new
committee at this time, while they gather additional information. CAD would like to
consult with faculty in their colleges re: problems they have had with IT requests
being ignored. To the same end, the provost requests that faculty who have not
had their technology requests met by IT to please give Senate’s Faculty Affairs
committee a list of items requested (or needs ignored).
Bearkat One ID card
The provost will talk to VP of Student Services Frank Parker about faculty requests
for a redesign of the faculty ID. Once Frank Parker has had a chance to discuss this
with the provost, the provost will talk to President Hoyt about it.
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New Business Assigned to Appropriate Committees
There have been some items of new business on our last several Faculty Senate
agendas that we have not had time to address. Rather than wait until November or
December to find the time to raise these new issues, I have asked the appropriate
committees to begin studying these issues and preparing reports to give to Senate at
a future date.
Sexual Assault Policy
I have asked the University Affairs committee to examine the state of SHSU’s sexual
assault policy and SHSU’s response to incidents of sexual assault. This is in response
to a senator’s request that Senate examine this issue. University Affairs will let us
know if SHSU’s policy is sufficient or in need of review.
Parking
As we all know, parking is a recurring complaint in our annual faculty surveys. I
have asked University Affairs to determine if our parking has kept reasonable pace
with the growth of the university community and, if not, to suggest some ideas for
improving the situation. The provost has expressed interest in what University
Affairs will discover.

Academic Policy 950809
Conflict of Interest Policy in Research Pertaining to Sponsored Projects
On October 1, I asked the Academic Affairs committee to review a revised policy
sent to the Senate for feedback by Jerry Cook of OSRP. (All senators received a copy
of the October 1 e-mail, with the policy attached.) Academic Affairs has returned the
policy to OSRP noting many errors and revisions are needed before Academic
Affairs can move forward with the policy. Academic Affairs is waiting to hear back
from OSRP.

Faculty Senate Website Update
Lisa Shen and I met with Elisa Crossland and Stephen Kuperman on Oct. 10 to
discuss the state of the Faculty Senate website update (a process begun in March
2014). They requested a small group of 6-7 people be assigned to work with them to
complete the website update. I have asked the Academic Affairs committee to serve
in that capacity, and they have agreed.
Submitted by Nancy E. Baker (in advance, via e-mail)
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